A new formal approach based on partial order set (poset) 
Introduction
Parallel simulation offers the potential to speedup simulations and to increase the size and complexity of models simulatable within a given time. However, additional memory is required by these event synchronization protocols that exploit parallelism. While much effort has been devoted to improve the runtime of parallel and distributed simulation, the amount of memory required for a simulation run is also an important issue to address. In conservative protocols [3, 5] , events are executed in the correct event time order. To prevent deadlock, null messages are introduced and it has been shown that the memory overhead for null messages can grow at an exponential rate [IS] . On the other hand, the 0-7695-1315-8/01 $10.00 0 2001 IEEE optimistic approach [ 121 executes simulation events without the consideration foc event ordering and a rollback mechanism is used to correct out-of-order event execution. Additional memory is required to store the simulation states in anticipation of rollbacks.
There have been many studies on the space aspect of parallel simulation but most of them concentrate on managing the memory required to implement various synchronization protocols. In. particular, conservative approach focuses on reducing the number of null messages, for example, the carrier-null mechanism [4] demand-driven method [ 11, and flushing method optimistic approach, the focus is on delimiting the optimism thus constraining the memory consumption, and to reclaim memory before a simulator runs out of storage, for example, the use of event horizon in Breathing Time Bucket [17] , the adaptive Time Warp [2] , message sendback [11, 13] , the artificial rollback [ IS] , adaptive memory management [6] .
There are few publications on space analysis using analytical methods [ 13,221, and they concentrated on the CMB protocol only. Since each execution platform contains a fixed amount of memory, a performance model that analyzes the memory requirement of a simulation problem is necessary in understanding the potentials and limits of exploiting parallelism. This paper proposes a methodology to study the memory required to implement a simulation model of a real-world problem based on event ordering. Poset theory is used to formalize event ordering in simulation. The analysis in this paper is independent of the synchronization protocol used, and we study the effect of different event orderings on memory requirements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of simulation modeling process. Section 3 defines our memory analysis framework. Section 4 introduces the poset theory and its relationship to event orderings in simulation. We formalize the three event orderings using poset theory and derive their memory requirement. The proposed framework is validated against experimental results obtained using two benchmarks, i.e., pipeline representing an open system, and PHOLD representing a closed system [8] in section 5. Section 6 presents our concluding remarks and highlight further works.
Modeling and simulation process
A computer simulation is a program that emulates the behavior of another system over time. Figure 1 shows a typical modeling and simulation process. The real-world system being emulated is called the physical system. Simulation modeling is a process of producing a simulation model of a physical system. There are three main modeling world-views, i.e., event-oriented, activity scanning, and process-oriented [IO] . The physical system and simulation model are independent of the synchronization protocol selected for ensuring event causality at runtime. A simulation model is a logical model of a physical system that defines the input, parameters, output, system states, and other physical system components to be simulated. The next step involves translating the simulation model into either a sequential or parallel implementation (simulator program). Most existing parallel discrete-event simulation (PDES) mandates a process-oriented world-view that forbids processes to have direct access to shared state variables [ 7 ] . In PDES, the physical system is viewed as being composed of a number of physical processes (PP) that interact at some fashion. Each physical process is modeled by a logical process (LP) with its own event list and clock, and interactions between physical processes are modeled by exchanging timestamp messages between the corresponding LPs. This LP model is independent of the protocol selected to synchronize event execution among the various local event lists.
Memory analysis model
We divide the memory required by a simulation into
The first component, called three main components.
, accounts for the memory required to model the states of the physical system. This is dependent on the characteristic of the system to be simulated. One of the most important system's states is the queue.
We measure M pri'h by observing the queue size, and its upper bound is defined as the total maximum queue length, i.e., M pr"b < -C Q , , where Qi is the maximum queue size at service center i , and n is the number of service centers. For simplicity, we count the number of entries in each queue. The actual amount of memory required depends on the data structure used in the implementation.
To ensure that all events are executed in the correct time order, future events are modeled by placing these events in an event list ordered by the event occurrence time. In parallel simulation, future events are stored in event lists that are distributed among LPs. At runtime, a synchronization protocol is required to ensure that the collection of events executed at each LP forms a correct global event sequence. These two components of memory required are called M or'/ and M ~""' respectively.
M""' depends on the characteristic of system under study, i.e., event arrival and service rates, and the even!. ordering adopted. In sequential simulation, event ordering;
is ensured through a global future events list (FEL), and M "'" is defined as the maximum number of entries in the It can be shown that M """ +Mor'/ + M s).''c provides the memory lower bound. This paper focuses on memory analysis that is independent of the synchronization protocol implemented. A detail analysis of M q''c will be discussed in another paper. Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the simulation modeling process and the memory components. Axiom 1 defines the memory required by a simulation. This axiom implies that any simulation implementation must require at least as much memory as is required by the physical system ( M > M /'r"h ).
The nienion required to simulate a physical
The main benefit of our proposed methodology is that M /"<h , M <ln/ . and M .t?lII can be analyzed independently: The following definitions of time by Fujimoto are used in this paper [IO] . Physical time refers to time in the physical (real) system. For example, a ship arrived at IO: I O am yesterday. Simiilation time is an abstraction used by the simulation to model physical time. In this paper. the simulation (occurrence) time of an event e is represented as ts(e). Wall-clock time refers to time used to execute the simulation program.
Types of event ordering
For a given physical systcm to be modeled M /''''/' must be the same regardless of how it is implemented. Thus. M /""" can be derived in the same way using queuing theory as proposed for parallelism [19] . On the other hand, Murd is dependent on the event ordering adopted.
In a simulation study, a set of events occurs in the physical system. The simulation model must execute these events in the right time order.
The ordering of elements of a set (or ordering for short) permeates our daily life. The main characteristics of ordering are that it is transitive, e.g. if 1<2 and 2<32 then 1<32, and it is anti-symmetric, e.g. if 1 is less than 2 then 2 is not less than 1. Mathematicians usually permit equality, hence the anti-symmetric property is rather weak, i.e. if xsy and ylx then x=y. Therefore, there are two definitions of partial order relation: weak inclusion and strong inclusion. The poset theory was built based on these properties. For ease of understanding, we reproduce the following four axioms from [ 161. Negger and Kim [I61 showed that weak and strong inclusion definitions were transformable by introducing operators = and # . However, in a simulation study, the set of events is our main interest and we are not interested in comparing an event with itself. Therefore, we consider only strong inclusion. For the rest of this paper, the terms partial order refers to the strong inclusion definition.
AXIOM 2. Weak inclusion definition: a relation R over S X S (where S is a set) is called a partial order if
kfx E S ( x , x) E R (rejlexive), (x, y) E R and (y, x) E R then x = y (weak anti-symmetric), ( x , y) E R and ( y, z ) E R then (x, z ) E R (transitive).
Axlob1 3. Strong inclusion definition: a relation R over S x S (where S is a set) is called a partial order if
The comparability between elements of a set is defined in axiom4, and axiom 5 defines a total order, i.e. an order in which all of its elements are comparable, for example: relation < on a set of natural numbers is a total order, however relation "descendant" on a set of people is not a total order. We explain in the next section how we formalized event ordering using poset theory.
Event ordering in simulation
Lamport introduced two event-ordering policies, i.e. happens before (partial) event ordering and total event ordering [14] . We express these two policies using poset theory in axiom 6 and 7. 
CONC(<,) c CONC(<,).
An event order <, is stronger than event order < ? if there is a non-empty set of incomparable events under < 2 that is comparable under <, . Fujimoto defined timestamp order to eliminate some temporal anomalies [IO] . W e formalize this as tiniestanip event order to enhance our analysis in axiom 9. Timestamp event ordering relaxes the properties of total event ordering by ignoring the second property in axiom 7. This implies that CONC(<,,, ) c CONC(<,, ) . and thus timestamp event order is weaker than total event order. On the other hand, partial event ordering relaxes the property of timestamp event ordering. Even if ts(el)< t s ( e ? ) , e, and e? may not be comparable under partial event ordering. This implies that CONC(<,, ) c CONC (<,,,,, ) , and thus timestamp event order is stronger than partial event order. This has also been reported by [9] without formal proof.
In summary, we have three event orderings that differ in their strength. This provides a framework to study the effect of event ordering's strength on memory requirement. Total event ordering is synonymous to a sequential simulation with one E L . . i.e. M ""' (<,,,, ) = max(FEL) . Therefore the upper bound for M (<,,,,) is given in equation 1.
M(<,,,,) < i Q , +max(F€L)
( 1 )
,=I Timestamp and partial cvcnt orderings can be viewed as two different orderings suitable for parallel implementations. The upper bound for timcstamp and partial event orderings are M (<,,, ) and M ( c /~, ,~) respectively.
Experimental results
Our proposed methodology is tested using two benchmarks. Figure 3a shows a linear pipeline system. This open system is parameterized by the number of service centers ( n ) and traffic intensity ( p ). Inter-arrival and service rates are assumed to be exponentially distributed. 
Figure 3. Open and closed system benchmarks
The second benchmark called PHOLD [8] is shown in figure 3b . This benchmark is commonly used in parallel simulation studies and represents a closed system. We assume (i) a timestamp increment function that is exponentially distributed with a mean of 1, (ii) a movement function that is uniformly distributed and each service center has four neighbors, and (iii) an initial configuration with messages distributed equally among the service centers. In our experiments, we vary the number of service centers ( n x n ) and the message population per service center (message density or m ) .
The two benchmarks are implemented using CSIM, a simulation library in C language by Watkins [21] .
Instrumentation codes were added to the CSIM library to monitor the Conditional Event List (CEL) and Future Event List (FEL).
Our experiment results are based on the average of five replications and simulation duration of 10.000 time units. Table 1 shows the memory usage and parallelism for varying number of service centers ( n ) and traffic intensity ( p ). We observe that n has a linear effect on M " r o h , 1s . and p has an exponential effect on M """ , i.e., M dependent on the characteristic of problems.
Pipeline
M (<, , , , ) is measured by observing the maximum FEL size during the simulation duration. M ""' (<,,, ) and PROOF. To be operational, there must be at least one arrival event in the FEL. Thus, the lower bound' is proven!. ,,,-1 , Ak-"+Z.,, and Dk-,,+l,,, . This is reflected from the number of cuts between the arrow lines and the vertical line. This is the worst case because all service Dk-"+~,~-l and schedules &,,+2,"
and Dk-,,+i ,,,-1 . At this centers can schedule at most two events. However, with zero transit delay, the arrival to the next service center will be executed immediately. This implies that all service centers can have at most one outstanding event, except for the first service center and the current service center whose event is being executed (two outstanding events each). Since total order is used, then only one event (one active service center) can be executed at any time.
Therefore, the upper bound is n + 2 .
LEMMA 2. 1 S M "'" (<,, ) I 2n PROOF. There must be at least one event in the FEL. The worst-case condition happens when all jobs leave the service centers at the same time ( figure 5 ). The arrow from a pointing to b represents that a schedules b . The dashed lines represent processes. Unshaded circles denote departure events, and the shaded ones represent arrival events. There must be one arrival event in the LPl's E L (the leftmost arrow). Since LP, is busy and its queue length is greater than zero, once LP, executes a departure event, the next departure event is scheduled. Hence, LPI's FEL contains at most two events at any particular time.
The execution of departure event in LP, schedules an arrival event in the LP?. Assume there is no transit delay and a departure event has been scheduled at the same simulation time. Hence, there are two simultaneous events with the same timestamp at LP2. Assume departure event has higher priority than arrival event, i.e., departure event will be executed first (consequently the arrival event will be put in the FEL). Since LP2 is busy and its queue length is greater than zero, then upon executing the departure event, LP2 schedules another departure event. Hence, the remaining LPs also contain at most two events at any time.
Thus, the upper bound is 2 n . As discussed earlier, LP, has at most two events. However, the remaining LPs could have more events.
Consider figure 7 where the simulation clock of LP, ha!; progressed ahead of LP2. Assume that LP2 is still executing the departure event, and thus all arrival event:; from LPI will be put on its E L . Therefore, the number of events in the LP2's FEL (and also other LPs) depends on the traffic intensity ( p ). The fact that a second order term of p affects the M"r''(<po,) is similar to the relation between p and the average queue size. The exact model of the M""' (<,,,,) can be found using any function approximation methods such as multiple linear regression. In addition, the pipeline is homogenous, so that the expected maximum FEL size for each LP is the same.
This explains why M Or' ' (<,),,,) is linearly correlated with ti (figure 6a). PROOF. The number of events in the FEL depends on the rate of event arrival and the rate of event execution, and the event ordering adopted. However, event arrival rate is independent of event ordering. An event execution may schedule new events or may not schedule any events, i.e., when there is no job in the queue. When the traffic intensity is moderate to high, event execution usually schedules new events. A weaker event order has more flexibility in executing events concurrently. Hence, the rate of event execution will be higher and it needs more memory to hold the scheduled events in the event list(s). Table 1 shows that M"r" (<r,,,) 
Parallelism is discussed in detail in a separate paper, but is included in table 1 for validation purposes. The parallelism for partial event order is similar to that reported in [ 5 ] . We observe that the strength of an event ordering affects the parallelism. A weaker event order produces more incomparable events that can be executed concurrently. Therefore, a weaker event order has potential for more parallelism at the expense of more memory (theorem 1).
PHOLD
PHOLD is a closed system and thus the number of jobs in the system is bounded. Lemma 3 shows that without considering the overhead of synchronization, the amount of memory required is independent of event ordering. Table 2 . PHOLD (nxn, m) -experiment result LEMMA 3. Assunling protocol independence, an n x n PHOLD requires n x n x m unit menion, where n x n is the node size, and m is the message population (density). PROOF. The maximum FEL size occurs at the initialization step where each node (LP) schedules nz event arrivals. There are n x n nodes, so the total FEL size is n x n x m . On the other hand, the queue size is minimum because initially there is no job in the queues. Hence the total memory required for a closed system ( M ) is bounded, i.e. n x n x m . Figure 8 shows the changes of M /"ob As shown in table 2, the queue size at steady state (i.e. lim Q(t) ) depends on the characteristic of the problem and event ordering has no effect on it. The memory required for a closed system is given in theorem 2.
and M "'" overtime. For parallelism, the effect of event ordering on PHOLD is similar to the pipeline benchmark, i.e., parallelism is gained by relaxing the event ordering. However, in PHOLD, the gain in parallelism does not affect the total memory required. Figure 9 shows the parallelism gain based on partial event order. Our result is similar to that reported in [8] . Additional parallelism can also be exploited by increasing the message density. The asymptotic behavior of parallelism is further analyzed in [20] .
Conclusions and further works
We propose a formal approach to analyze space requirement of a simulation based on the amount of memory required to store the states of the physical system, event ordering and to implement the event synchronization protocol.
The event orderings are formalized using poset theory.
For a given simulation problem, this enables each memory components to be analyzed independently. For an open system, we provide a formal prove that a weaker event order needs more memory.
However, the memory required ( M prr'b+''n' ) by a closed system is constant. W e also observe that greater parallelism can be exploited by relaxing the event ordering. This phenomenon is in contrast to the open system, where greater parallelism is found to require more memory.
